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“From Francis, Bishop of Rome,
to all who read this letter I send the blessing of grace, mercy & peace.
In Jesus we see the mercy of the Father.
This mercy is rich and everlasting.
Jesus is the sacrament of this: the visible, tangible, and audible
manifestation of God’s endless love, forgiveness, and mercy.
When we see Jesus, we see the Father;
Jesus thus reveals the mercy of God to us.

We should think deeply about mercy because mercy is what leads
us to a true and deep sense of well-being.
When we understand mercy, we understand the Blessed Trinity—
the community of love which is God.
There are times in our lives when we think and pray about mercy
more, so that we can ourselves become agents of God’s love for
others.
For this reason, I hereby proclaim a Jubilee of Mercy, beginning
on December 8, 2015.”
The Papal Bull announcing the Jubilee of Mercy
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Ron — Welcome, Housekeeping, notes regarding Booklet and Opening Prayer

GATHERING PRAYER
CALL TO PRAYER

Reprinted by permission for one-time use on 1/23/2016 by GIA Publications, Inc.
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LEADER: A journalist for a major Catholic publication observed that Pope Francis had been
(Elizabeth) directing the church toward an "attitude of mercy." Mercy has been a recurrent theme in
Francis' homilies, and he mentioned it several times while speaking with journalists in
July 2013 on the plane back from World Youth Day in Brazil. "I believe this is the time of
mercy," he said, "a change of epoch. It's a kairos moment for mercy."
As we pray together this day, let us consider the meaning and implications of mercy for
ourselves and our parishes as we listen to God's word.

A MEDITATION ON GOD’S WORD
Augustinian Temperament Prayer (Transposition: Identifying self in the scripture)

Instruction:
(Elizabeth)

As we read this, fill your name in all the blank spaces.
Try to imagine the Lord speaking directly to you.
What would this mean for you today?

READING

based on John 5:1-14

(LeeAnn) On the occasion of a Jewish feast, Jesus went up to Jerusalem.
Now in Jerusalem by the Sheep Pool there is a place with the Hebrew name Bethesda.
Its five porticoes are crowded with sick people lying there; the blind, the lame, the
disabled waiting for the movement of the water. I was one of them; I’ve been lying there
sick for 38 years.
Jesus, who knew I had been sick a long time, spoke to me, “____________, do you want
to be healed?”
“Sir,” I said, “I don’t have anyone to plunge me into the pool once the water has been
stirred up. By the time I get there, someone else has gone in ahead of me.”
Jesus said to me, “Stand up! Pick up your mat and walk!” So I picked up my mat and I
could indeed walk. I was immediately cured.
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The day was a Sabbath. Consequently, some of the others began telling me, “It is
the Sabbath, and you are not allowed to carry that mat around!” I explained: “It
was this man who cured me; HE told me to pick up my mat and walk.’” “This
person who told you to do this, ” they asked me, “who is he?” “I have no
idea”, I told them. The crowd was so large that Jesus had slipped away without
anyone noticing.
Later on, Jesus found me in the temple giving thanks, and said to me: “Remember,
_________, you have been cured. Give up your sins so that something worse
may not overtake you.” With that, I set off and told the others that it was
Jesus who had cured me.

QUIET REFLECTION

(do not read out loud)

Spend some quiet time with one of the following questions:

1)

What “dis-ease” have I carried with me for a long time?

2)

Have I ever felt ashamed to speak the name of Jesus, or to attribute a blessing in my
life to him?

3)

What does it mean to me, when Jesus says; “Stand up, pick up your mat and walk.”?

4)

What do I want to say to Jesus?

5)

Do I have faith that Jesus will cure me, and that he is doing that right NOW?

6)

Listen to Jesus’ words of mercy to you, as he lays his hands on you and pronounces the
words of healing over you.
This is indeed a profound moment of grace; spend some quiet time in the company of
God’s mercy.
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RESPONSE
Tune My Heart According to Your Will

Copyright © 2014, World Library Publications, 3708 River Road, Suite 400, Franklin Park, IL 60131-2158.
All rights reserved. Used with permission

Please hum the refrain when the verses are sung.
Verse 3: I am your word; may I respond to you. May my life answer you; may I resonate with you.
For in God’s will, in God’s will is our peace.
Verse 4: For you alone, you occupy my life. May your love act in me, in ev’rything I do.
Come, transform me, Lord, wholly according to your will.
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LEADER:

(In these or similar words) Open now to God’s mercy, we pray for all our needs:

(Elizabeth)

INTERCESSION
Confitemini Domino

From the collection “Bendigo al Senor”, Music of Taize, copyright © GIA Publications, Inc., 7404 S. mason Ave., Chicago, IL 60638
Reprinted under OneLicense.net A-724099, Reprinted by permission for one-time use on 1/23/2016 by GIA Publications, Inc.

Cantor intone Latin refrain, all sing ostinato refrain softly during the following intercessions.

Reader:
(Theresa)

We pray for the Church, that we will first call ourselves to repentance before all others;
that all may find us to be the house where God's just word is proclaimed and where all
peoples are welcomed.
For the world, that the earth may be filled with the knowledge of God as the waters cover
the sea; that all harm and destruction may yield to the peace of God’s kingdom.
Cantor intone Spanish refrain, all sing ostinato refrain during the following intercessions.
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(LeeAnn)

We pray for those who are oppressed or in need: that those who serve in courts of law,
local and state, national and international, may decide with equity for the meek of the
earth;
That we may glorify God and give thanks for the children of Abraham and their fidelity to
the covenant; That those who work to preserve this world’s balance and beauty may
challenge us all to be good stewards of God’s creation.
Cantor intone English refrain, all sing ostinato refrain during the following intercessions.

(Theresa)

We pray for the needs of this assembly; that we may dare to listen hard for the voices of
prophets when they confront our complacency; that this may be a season of grace for all
companions traveling with us in this Jubilee year of God’s Mercy. We pray that we may
bear witness to God’s reign by living in peaceably with one another.
And for those who have been gathered by Christ into the harvest of eternity, that they may
find God’s holy mountain a haven of peace and God’s dwelling full of mercy.
End refrain.

LEADER: God of all mercies, we are yours for time and eternity.
(Elizabeth)

Teach us to cast ourselves entirely into the arms of your loving Providence
with a lively, unbounded confidence in your compassion.
Grant us, O most merciful Redeemer,
that whatever you create or permit may be acceptable to us.
Take from our hearts all painful anxiety.

Suffer nothing to sadden us but sin,
nothing to delight us but the hope of coming to you,
in your everlasting Kingdom.

All:

Amen.

Next page: Elizabeth give overview of reflection process used; as texts are read ask folks to
underline key words or phrases for reference in discussion.
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United States Catholic Conference of Bishops
SING TO THE LORD: Music in Divine Worship (2007)
Quotes from Chapter III. A.— Different Kinds of Music for the Liturgy
67. Sacred music is to be considered the more holy the more closely connected it is
with the liturgical action, whether making prayer more pleasing, promoting unity of minds,
(Sandy) or conferring greater solemnity upon the sacred rite. This holiness involves RITUAL and
SPIRITUAL dimensions, both of which must be considered with CULTURAL context.
(pause for individual reflection—20 seconds)

68. The RITUAL DIMENSION of sacred music refers to those ways in which it is “connected with
(Pat) the liturgical action” so that it accords with the structure of the Liturgy and expresses the
shape of the rite. The musical setting must allow the rite to unfold with the proper
participation of the assembly and its ministers, without overshadowing the words and
actions of the Liturgy.
(pause for individual reflection—20 seconds)

69. The SPIRITUAL DIMENSION of sacred music refers to its inner qualities that enable it to add
greater depth to prayer, unity to the assembly, or dignity to the ritual. Sacred music is holy
(Sandy)
when it mediates the holiness of God and forms the Holy People of God more fully into
communion with him and with each other in Christ.
(pause for individual reflection—20 seconds)

70.

The CULTURAL CONTEXT refers to the setting in which the ritual and
spiritual dimensions come into play. Factors such as the age,
spiritual heritage, and cultural and ethnic background of a given liturgical
(Pat)
assembly must be considered. The choice of individual compositions for
congregational participation will often depend on those ways in which a
particular group finds it best to join their hearts and minds to the
liturgical action.
(pause for individual reflection—20 seconds)

71. With gratitude to the Creator for giving humanity such a rich diversity of musical styles, the
Church seeks to employ only that which, in a given style, meets the ritual-spiritual demands
(Sandy) of the liturgy. In discerning the sacred quality of liturgical music, liturgical musicians will find
guidance in music from the Church’s treasury of sacred music, which is of inestimable value
and which past generations have found suitable for worship. They also should strive to
promote a fruitful dialogue between the Church and the modern world.
(pause for individual reflection—20 seconds)
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72-73. The Church recognizes Gregorian chant as being specially suited to the Roman Liturgy.
(Pat)

Therefore, other things being equal, it should be given pride of place in liturgical services.
Gregorian chant is uniquely the Church’s own music. Chant is a living connection with our
forebears in the faith, the traditional music of the Roman rite, a sign of communion with the
universal Church, a bond of unity across cultures, a means for diverse communities to
participate together in song, and a summons to contemplative participation in the Liturgy.
The “pride of place” given to Gregorian chant by the Second Vatican Council is modified by
the important phrase “other things being equal”. These “other things” are the important
liturgical and pastoral concern facing every bishop, pastor, and liturgical musician. In
considering the use of the treasures of chant, pastors and liturgical musicians should take
care that the congregation is able to participate in the Liturgy with song. They should be
sensitive to the cultural and spiritual milieu of their communities, in order to build up the
Church in unity and peace.
(pause for individual reflection-20 seconds)

“Table Talk” on the above statement. (7 minutes, ending with bell jingle)
(Elizabeth)

Psalm 33: Let Your Mercy Be on Us/
Senor, Que Tu Misericordia”

Text: Psalm 33:1, 4-5, 12, 18-19, 20, 22; Marty Haugen; Spanish tr. by Ronald F. Krisman, © 1987, 2011, GIA Publications, Inc.; English refrain tr. © 1969, ICEL.
Music: Marty Haugen, © 2987, GIA Publications, Inc. All rights reserved. Reprinted under OneLicense.net A-724099. Reprinted by permission for one-time use
on 1/23/2016 by GIA Publications, Inc.
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81-82. The Church needs artists, and artists need the Church. In every age the Church has called
(Vicky) upon creative artists to give new voice to praise and prayer. Throughout history, God has
continued to breathe forth his creative Spirit, making noble the work of musicians’ hearts
and hands. The forms of expression have been many and varied.
The Church has safeguarded and celebrated these expressions for centuries. In our own
day, she continues to desire to bring forth the new with the old. The Church joyfully urges
composers and text writers to draw upon their special genius so that she can continue to
augment the treasure house of sacred musical art.
(pause for individual reflection—20 seconds)

83. The Church never ceases to find new ways to sing her love for God each new day. The
(Sandy) Sacred Liturgy itself, in its actions and prayers, best make known the forms in which
compositions will continue to evolve. Composers find their inspiration in Sacred Scripture,
and especially in the texts of the Sacred Liturgy, so that their works flow from the Liturgy
itself. Moreover, “to be suitable for use in the Liturgy, a sung text must not only be
doctrinally correct, but must in itself be an expression of the Catholic faith.” Therefore,
“liturgical songs must never be permitted to make statements about faith which are
untrue.”
(pause for individual reflection—20 seconds)

“Table Talk” on the above statements. (7 minutes, ending with bell jingle)
(Elizabeth)

God’s Tender Mercy
for use during the Holy Year of Mercy
a gift from Liturgical Press

1

4

2

3

Please follow the direction of your cantor.
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Ron explain that we gather upstairs at end of break—mini recital on Marimba taking place in church.

BREAK
There are rest rooms on both the upper & lower levels for your use.
The second session will take place upstairs in the main church.
Please take all your belongings with you upstairs.

15 minutes

Elizabeth: brief address on making judgments about the music we select; our purpose in these next reflections
is to give us tools for making those judgments. (for example, we don’t choose “Glory and Praise to our God”
for the “Gloria” (a ritual/textual/liturgical judgment)
Ron: explain the insert on page 28;

Three Qualities of Judgment
Quotes from Chapter IV. D. Judging the Qualities of Music for the Liturgy
126. In judging the appropriateness of music for the Liturgy, one will examine its LITURGICAL,
PASTORAL, and MUSICAL qualities. Ultimately, however, these three judgments are but
(Vicky)
aspects of one evaluation, which answers the question: “Is this particular piece of music
appropriate for this use in this particular Liturgy?” All three judgments must be considered
together, and no individual judgment can be applied in isolation from the other two. This
evaluation requires cooperation, consultation, collaboration, and mutual respect among
those who are skilled in any of the three judgments, be they pastors, musicians, liturgists, or
planners.
(pause for individual reflection—20 seconds)

127. The LITURGICAL judgment - The question asked by this judgment may be stated as follows:
(Sandy)

Is this composition capable of meeting the structural and textual requirements set
forth by the liturgical books for this particular rite?

128. Structural considerations depend on the demands of the rite itself to guide the choice of
parts to be sung, taking into account the principle of progressive solemnity. A certain
(Vicky)
balance among the various elements of the Liturgy should be sought, so that less important
elements do not overshadow more important ones. Textual elements include the ability of a
musical setting to support the liturgical text and to convey meaning faithful to the teaching of
the Church.
129. Pastoral musicians should develop a working familiarity with the requirements of each rite
(Sandy) through a study of the liturgical books themselves.
(pause for individual reflection—20 seconds)

“Table Talk” on the above statements. (7 minutes, ending with bell jingle)
(Elizabeth)
12

O God of Love

Used with permission.
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More Quotes from Chapter IV. D. Judging the Qualities of Music for the Liturgy
130. The PASTORAL judgment takes into consideration the actual community gathered to
(Pat) celebrate in a particular place at a particular time. Does a musical composition promote
the sanctification of the members of the liturgical assembly by drawing them closer to the
holy mysteries being celebrated?
Does it strengthen their formation in faith by opening their hearts to the mystery being
celebrated on this occasion or in this season?
Is it capable of expressing the faith that God has planted in their hearts and summoned
them to celebrate?
(pause for individual reflection—20 seconds)

132. Other factors—such as age, culture, language, and education of a given liturgical assem(Sandy) bly— must be considered. Particular musical forms and the choice of individual compositions for congregational participation will often depend on the ways in which a particular
group finds it easiest to join their hearts and minds to the liturgical action. Similarly, the
musical experience of a given assembly is to be carefully considered, lest forms of musical
expression that are alien to their way of worshipping be introduced precipitously. On the
other hand, one should never underestimate the ability of persons of all ages, cultures,
languages, and levels of education to learn something new and to understand things that
are properly and thoroughly introduced.
133. The PASTORAL question, finally, is always the same:
(Pat)

Will this composition draw this particular people closer to the mystery of Christ,
which is at the heart of this liturgical celebration?
(pause for individual reflection—20 seconds)

“Table Talk” on the above statements. (7 minutes, ending with bell jingle)
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More Quotes from Chapter IV. D. Judging the Qualities of Music for the Liturgy
The MUSICAL Judgment
134. The MUSICAL judgment asks whether this composition has the necessary aesthetic
(Vicky) qualities that can bear the weight of the mysteries celebrated in the Liturgy. It asks the
question: `Is this composition technically, aesthetically, and expressively worthy?
(pause for individual reflection—20 seconds)

135. This judgment requires musical competence. Only artistically sound music will be effective
(Sandy) and endure over time. To admit to the Liturgy the cheap, the trite, or the musical cliché
often found in secular popular songs is to cheapen the Liturgy, to expose it to ridicule, and
to invite failure.
(pause for individual reflection—20 seconds)

136. Sufficiency of artistic expression, however, is not the same as musical style, for “the Church
(Pat) has not adopted any particular style of art as her own. She has admitted styles from every
period, in keeping with the natural characteristics and conditions of peoples and the needs
of the various rites.” Thus, in recent times, the Church has consistently recognized and
freely welcomed the use of various styles of music as an aid to liturgical worship.
(pause for individual reflection—20 seconds)

“Table Talk” on the above statements. (7 minutes, followed by bell jingle)
(Elizabeth)

A summary of thought… (large group sharing)
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“How many people, in so many of the existential peripheries of our time,
are tired and exhausted, and await the Church? They await us!
How can we reach them?
It is not the task of the Pope to offer a detailed and complete analysis
of contemporary reality, but to invite all the Church to grasp the signs of the times
that the Lord continually offers us.
These signs must be reread in the light of the Gospel.
This is the moment of growth of God’s Kingdom.
Unfortunately, we see much poverty and solitude in today’s world!
How many people live in conditions of great suffering
and ask the Church to be a sign of the Lord’s goodness, solidarity and mercy.
This is a task, in particular, for those who have the responsibility of pastoral ministry.
They are required to recognize and interpret these signs of the times
in order to offer a wise and generous response.”
Pope Francis, Audience with Pontifical Council for the
Promotion of New Evangelization, Sept. 20, 2014
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CLOSING PRAYER
Cantor announce page number

To You Who Bow

Reprinted under OneLicense.net A-724099.
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CALL TO PRAYER
LEADER:
(Elizabeth)

A journalist for a major Catholic publication observed that Pope Francis had been directing the
church toward an "attitude of mercy." Mercy has been a recurrent theme in Francis' homilies, and he
mentioned it several times while speaking with journalists in July 2013 on the plane back from
World Youth Day in Brazil. "I believe this is the time of mercy," he said, "a change of epoch. It's a
kairos moment for mercy."
As we pray together this day, let us consider the meaning and implications of mercy for ourselves
and our parishes as we listen to God's word.

REFLECTION ON GOD’S WORD

John 8: 3-11

(Theresa)
Then the scribes and the Pharisees brought a woman who had been caught in adultery and made her
stand in the middle. They said to him, "Teacher, this woman was caught in the very act of
committing adultery. Now in the law, Moses commanded us to stone such women. So what do you
say?" They said this to test him, so that they could have some charge to bring against him. Jesus
bent down and began to write on the ground with his finger. But when they continued asking him,
he straightened up and said to them, "Let the one among you who is without sin be the first to throw
a stone at her." Again he bent down and wrote on the ground. And, in response, they went away one
by one, beginning with the elders. So he was left alone with the woman before him. Then Jesus
straightened up and said to her, "Woman, where are they? Has no one condemned you?" She
replied, "No one, sir." Then Jesus said, "Neither do I condemn you. Go, [and] from now on do not
sin any more."

(Silent reflection)
(Homily of Pope Francis at the Parish of St. Anna in the Vatican, March 17, 2013)
"I think we too … at times, like to find a stick to beat others with, to condemn others. And Jesus has this
message for us: mercy, I think — and I say it with humility —that this is the Lord's most powerful
message: mercy. ... [Jesus] forgets, he kisses you, he embraces you and he simply says to you: 'Neither do I
condemn you; go, and sin no more" (John 8:11).

RESPONSE
Psalm 103

(Elizabeth start this response)

All:

Merciful and gracious is the Lord,
slow to anger, abounding in kindness.
God does not always rebuke,
nurses no lasting anger,
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Has not dealt with us as our sins merit,
Nor requited us as our deeds deserve.
As the heavens tower over the earth,
so God's love towers over the faithful.
As a father has compassion on his children,
so the Lord has compassion on the faithful.
For he knows how we are formed,
remembers that we are dust.
Bless the Lord, all creatures,
everywhere in God's domain.
Bless the Lord, my soul!

LEADER:
(Elizabeth)

Standing in the dignity that is ours as baptized children of God, we pray again for our need,
and trust in God’s mercy:

INTERCESSION

Some sample intercessions:
1) We pray for God’s mercy in our lives and in our world, that we may hunger for God, not power or riches.
2) We pray for peace where there is violence, for shalom where there is terror, love where there is hate,
understanding where there is bigotry.

During the sung refrain, whomever is moved to do so may sing (or say) an extemporaneous intercession
or act of praise for God’s mercy and kindness. Please use one of the available microphones. Cantors
will have hand-held mics and move through the aisles for people to use)

Reprinted by permission for one-time use on 1/23/2016 by GIA Publications, Inc.
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Litany of Praise
Leader:
(Elizabeth)

Sopranos:

Lord Jesus Christ,
you have taught us to be merciful like the heavenly Father,
and have told us that whoever sees you sees Him.
Show us your face and we will be saved.
Your loving gaze freed Zacchaeus and Matthew from being enslaved by money;
the adulteress and Magdalene from seeking happiness only in created things;
made Peter weep after his betrayal,
and assured Paradise to the repentant thief.

Accompanists/
Instrumentalists: Let us hear, as if addressed to each one of us,
the words that you spoke to the Samaritan woman:
“If you knew the gift of God!”

Tenors:

You are the visible face of the invisible Father,
of the God who manifests his power above all by forgiveness and mercy:
let the Church be your visible face in the world, its Lord risen and glorified.

Altos:

You willed that your ministers would also be clothed in weakness
in order that they may feel compassion for those in ignorance and error:
let everyone who approaches them feel sought after, loved, and forgiven by God.

Bass:

Send your Spirit and consecrate every one of us with its anointing,
so that the Jubilee of Mercy may be a year of grace from the Lord,
and your Church, with renewed enthusiasm, may bring good news to the poor,
proclaim liberty to captives and the oppressed,
and restore sight to the blind.

Leader:
(Elizabeth)

We ask this through the intercession of Mary, Mother of Mercy,
you who live and reign with the Father and the Holy Spirit for ever and ever.

All:

Amen.

-Pope Francis, Prayer for the Year of Mercy
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Closing Song:

“A Place at the Table”
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Reprinted by permission for one-time use on 1/23/2016 by GIA Publications, Inc.
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John: -Why and how to join NPM/Summer National Conference (back cover); officers
of our two chapters, page 47
-Evaluations (in packet)
-More articles in booklet, take home and read.
-And don’t forget your food dish downstairs/drive careful, go straight home

Join NPM!
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Appendix
“We must all abandon old attitudes or the idea
that we have tried something once that did not work well.
I call on everyone to be bold and creative in finding ways
to invite and welcome in God’s name.
We have to work together to find the means of doing this!
Let’s rethink the structures, style, and methods of our work.
But in all this, let’s continue to work closely together as a single, unified Church. “
- Pope Francis, The Joy of the Gospel #33
“If you are not AT the table, you are probably on the MENU.”

- Hannibal Lector

“The great global communication network in which we live can be turned into a tool with which we reach out
to each other. Far from living merely private lives out of touch with anyone outside our circle, we can learn
again the art of self-giving, which was the mission of Christ. This is what we are called to do by Jesus, to join
in solidarity with each other. This requires a personal relationship in which we serve others first. We find
Christ in the faces of others, especially the poor. Let us not be robbed of community! There is always, however, the danger of being churchgoing and pious but still seek mainly our own personal glory and well-being
above all else. This can lead to the insidious belief that we do what we do through our own power, and not because of grace. These ones feel superior to others because they observe certain rules or have held on to a style
of being Catholic that is from the past. Instead of leading to love and charity, it leads them to harshness, a distinct lack of charity and judgmentalism. These people often have an outward show of love for the Church; they
may even see themselves as the Church’s guardians. But where is their love for people? The mark of Christ is
that we die to ourselves. We must return to this.”
- Pope Francis, The Joy of the Gospel # 87-99
“Every wall is a door.”
During the upcoming Jubilee of Mercy, we are called to put into action
the corporal & spiritual works of mercy by:
 Feeding the hungry
 Giving drink to the thirsty
 Clothing the naked
 Sheltering the homeless
 Visiting the sick
 Visiting the imprisoned
 Burying the dead
 Instructing the ignorant
 Counseling the doubtful
 Admonishing the sinner
 Bearing wrongs patiently
 Forgiving offences willingly
 Comforting the afflicted
27

Ralph Waldo Emerson



Praying for the living and the dead
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Download the official hymn and audio recording for the
“YEAR OF MERCY” at the Vatican website:

http://www.iubilaeummisericordiae.va/content/gdm/en/
giubileo/inno.html
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Reprinted from Pastoral Music volume: issue April-May 2008 (c) 2008, National Association of Pastoral Musicians. Used with permission. All rights reserved.
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Reprinted from Pastoral Music volume: issue number December-January 2007, (c) 2007, National Association of Pastoral Musicians. Used with permission. All rights reserved.
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Reprinted from Pastoral Music volume: issue April-May 2008 (c) 2008, National Association of Pastoral Musicians. Used with permission. All rights reserved.
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Reprinted from Pastoral Music volume: issue April-May 2008 (c) 2008, National Association of Pastoral Musicians. Used with permission. All rights reserved.
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Reprinted with permission by GIA Publications, Inc.. 7404 S Mason Ave. Chicago, IL 60638. From the May 15, 2016 issue of GIA Quarterly,
volume 27, no. 1., page 10 forward. All rights reserved.
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NPM Kansas Chapter Officers
Director – Vicky Neely – Church of the Nativity – 913-4915017 ext 1708 vneely@kcnativity.org
Secretary/Treasurer – John Rudzinski – Good Shepherd/
Shawnee – 913-563-5305 johnr@gsshawnee.org
Communications – Barbara Leyden – St. Joe/Shawnee –
913-248-4591 bleyden@stjoeshawnee.org
Programming – Matt Winterhalter – St. John the Baptist/
KCK 913-371-0627 mattmwin@gmail.com
Prayer Leader – Chloe Stodt – Holy Trinity/Lenexa 913-895
-0682 cstodt@htlenexa.org
Hospitality Chair – Diane Schell – Good Shepherd/
Shawnee 913-338-4416 dianes@everestkc.net

NPM Missouri Chapter Officers
Director – Pat Woodrum – St. Francis Xavier , KCMO 816523-5115 ext 206 pwoodrum@sfx-kc.org
Secretary/Treasurer – James Wagner – St. Peters, KCMO
816-363-2320 ext 114 jwagner@stpeterskc.org
Communication – Danny Baker – St. James/Liberty 816781-4343 ext 207 danny@stjames-liberty.org
Programming – Alejandro Manso – Visitation, KCMO 816753-7422 ext 307 alejandro@church.visitation.org
Programming— John Winkels – Holy Family, KCMO 816436-9200 ext 23 john@holyfamily.com
Prayer Leader/Hospitality – Elizabeth Barmann 816-7978481 elizbarmann@gmail.com
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